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1.

BACKGROUND

Just Talk is a multi-agency positive mental health campaign, coordinated by Public
Health, and designed with the following aims:
•
•
•
•
•

To raise awareness of mental health in an equitable way for boys and girls
aged 8 – 25.
To raise awareness of self-help techniques and support agencies
available to people within Hertfordshire.
To increase consistency of mental health language and messages across
all partners.
To reduce the stigma associated with talking about mental health/illness.
To equip schools and other agencies with the tools needed to actively
promote mental health and wellbeing.

One in eight children and young people have a diagnosable mental health problem
and half of mental health issues are established by age 14. Here in Hertfordshire,
around 24,000 children aged 3-19 were diagnosed with a mental illness in 2014 – and
that figure is set to rise. And there are the financial implications: promoting wellbeing
to a single year group could lead to £24 billion of benefits nationwide.
Evidence shows that young people who receive early support have better outcomes,
but that there are a number of barriers that prevent them from accessing support at
the right time. We must help young people develop healthy ways to protect their
emotional wellbeing so that worries can be prevented from escalating where possible,
and so that they can be support before they reach crisis point, requiring more intensive
and costly services. Early intervention and support are therefore a key priority.
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To achieve the campaign’s objectives, it is important to engage effectively with
children, young people and the people around them. In order to do this, the network
uses an engagement approach with a focus on:
•
•

•
•

Working with a range of young people to ensure the campaign is relevant,
engaging, and needs led.
Working with schools/colleges who play a key role in supporting
children’s mental health and represent an effective conduit for sharing
messages and information.
Sharing information over social media, focussed on useful information
and positive stories of hope, often utilising role models.
Engaging with parents/carers

In 2018, following the year one launch, Just Talk was recognised as being an effective,
research driven, and young person led campaign, receiving an LG Communications
award for Public Sector Excellence. It also won an award at the Public Health England
East of England conference, was accepted as an example of good practice to be
showcased at the World Social Marketing Conference and was a finalist for the HSJ
Mental Health Innovation of the year award in 2019.
More than 30 partner agencies are now working together to meet the objectives of
Just Talk (an increase of 50% since 2019) and this has increased consistency and
partnership work on a whole range of things including communications and training
delivery. A full list of partners that are actively involved in the campaign can be found
here: https://www.justtalkherts.org/about-us/about-us.aspx

2.

OVERVIEW

Just Talk Campaign week took place W/C 16th November 2020, targeting children and
young people aged 8 – 25, parents/carers, and professionals working with children
and young people. The Just Talk network reports to the Children and Young People’s
Emotional Wellbeing and Mental Health Board.
For the first time, this year’s campaign week took place entirely online due to the
restrictions posed by Covid-19.
This paper describes the main activity that has taken place during the 2020 campaign
week, and the period preceding this. Feedback and lessons learnt from this period are
summarised, and a number of recommendations to be taken forward by the Just Talk
Network are detailed.
This evaluation summarises the campaign week activity into four key areas:
Resources (See section 3 for more details)
All schools continue to have access to an array of free resources to promote mental
health, including a top tips leaflet for parents/carers and a Just Talk toolkit for schools
containing assets such as posters, lesson plans and short activities. A number of
new resources have been developed by Public Health with substantial input and steer
from young people and partners across the Just Talk network, including a new Just
Talk short film, a Five Ways to Wellbeing Toolkit, self-help checklists for improving
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wellbeing at home, Five ways to wellbeing e-learning modules for primary and
secondary school aged children, and an improved website - www.justtalkherts.org
Resources need to be reviewed at regular intervals in order to ensure they remain upto-date, relevant, and as accessible as possible.
o There have been over 1750 views of the new Just Talk short film
o 891 children and young people have accessed new self-help E-learning
modules since the November launch.
o Over 5000 website visits between 9th November and 22nd November 2020
(Just Talk week plus the preceding week) - this is a higher number in a twoweek period than visited the website during the whole of 2019.
Webinars/Training and Peer Support (See section 4 for more details)
To address emerging need as a result of Covid-19, and to ensure that young people,
parents/carers and professionals were more equipped with information on topics such
as managing separation anxiety, mindfulness, the important of sleep for teenagers,
and coping with lockdown, during Just Talk campaign week 19 webinars were
organised and delivered by some of our Just Talk Partners: Herts Mind Network, Ollie
Foundation, NESSie, Potential Kids, HPFT, Natural Flair, and BeeZeebodies. Dr John
Coleman who has written a number of books on the teenage years and has an
international reputation for his work on adolescence, also delivered a sleep
masterclass for Just Talk week. With substantial changes to their routines, young
people have told us that they are struggling to get enough sleep, something which can
negatively impact on their mental health, and this webinar was therefore arranged as
the ‘keynote’ of the week.
Over 200 individuals attended the workshops which included parents and carers,
school staff, professionals and children and young people, this including 2 entire
primary school classes of students from Furneux Pelham CofE School in Buntingford
and Pixies Hill School in Hemel Hempstead.
Since February 2020, a Just Talk Ambassadors scheme has been in place, to provide
training, support and resources to young people that champion and promote positive
mental health messages in their schools, youth settings or communities. There are
currently 35 Ambassadors across Hertfordshire, and throughout Just Talk campaign
week they have led some great innovative activities such as filming and delivering
whole school assemblies, and creating daily form time wellbeing activities
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Schools and Colleges (See section 5 for more details)
This year, despite the many challenges posed by Covid-19, primary and secondary
schools and colleges engaged with a wide variety of activities to promote Just Talk
week, including whole school and year group assemblies, promotion of the Just Talk
short film, Five Ways to Wellbeing E-learning sessions, Ambassador led talks, Social
Media takeovers and Social Media posting as a way of sharing information with
parents, carers and students.
In recognition of how busy schools have been, we consulted closely with schools on
how best to share information with them, and resources were developed to be as easy
to implement and share as possible. At least 50 secondary schools, colleges, and
primary schools have supported and promoted the campaign, reaching tens of
thousands of young people.
Following campaign week, a schools evaluation was conducted. Here are some of the
comments schools fed back:
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Having the theme of The Five Ways to Wellbeing meant we could focus on a different
way to wellbeing each day. Students were then able to spend at least 10-15 minutes
each day doing something around that”
“The remote resources were excellent and linked perfectly to the work we are doing as
a whole school around positive mental wellbeing and using the 5 ways to wellbeing to
manage students’ moods”
“We are proud of being part of the Just Talk initiative”
“Thank you for making it easy to run and support - made a big difference to the feel of
the school last week”
“Making it virtual and providing the video helped with all Covid-19 restrictions”
“Please continue to do more of the same”

Social media (See section 6 for more details)
Following an unprecedented social media response in the first year of the campaign,
this year we built on earlier successes to create Just Talk social media platforms, to
deliver some targeted advertising for young people and parents in order to ensure key
messages reached them directly.
These advances enabled us to successfully
generate significant engagement on a range of social media platforms this year, but
engagement was heavily skewed towards a female audience.
An overview of outcomes achieved
Below is a summary of how the campaign week performed alongside the expected
outcomes agreed by the Just Talk project team:
Expected outcome for campaign week
School staff, pupils, youth groups and
parents are more aware of the Just Talk
campaign website and the social media
accounts in Hertfordshire

Actual outcome
Large increase in website visits (over
5000 in two weeks).
At least 41 schools and colleges
engaged over the campaign week.
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There were also the following increases
in followers of the Just Talk social media
accounts:
Instagram: Increase from 137 (Oct) to
267 (Nov)
Facebook: Increase from 13 (Oct) to 71
(Nov)
Twitter: Increase from 80 (Oct) to 163
(Nov)
The Just Talk Campaign Video is Target exceeded – 621 school views,
promoted across the County and and 751 public views
reaches 50 views
Children and Young People sign up to 506 people have accessed the primary
use E-Learning 5 Ways to Wellbeing school e-learning
Resource
385 people have accessed the
secondary school e-learning
All young ambassadors are trained to Just Talk Ambassador led activities were
deliver
Just
Talk
Awareness delivered in: Presdales School, Reach
activities/assembly
talks
and
5 Free School, Stanborough, Welwyn
ambassadors deliver this within their Hatfield Youth Council, West Herts
respected schools
College and Hitchin Boys School. Their
sessions included recorded assemblies,
form time activities and social media
takeovers.
The webinars delivered successfully and 19 webinars were delivered with over
receive positive feedback from attendees 90% positive feedback.
10 Partner agencies promote JT on their 14 Just Talk partners Tweeted using the
hashtag
#JustTalkWeek2020
(in
social media channels.
addition to an additional 13 partners not
currently listed as Just Talk network
partners)
Social media following across the JT Growth of 400 new followers across
platforms (Twitter, Facebook and Instagram and Twitter, and 69 ‘likes on
Instagram) increased by 50 people
Facebook
Sufficient schools return the post week 18 schools completed the post-event
survey to gain enough feedback to survey, which is lower than we hoped but
measure the weeks success
this is understandable given the covid-19
context, and still provides some useful
feedback.

3.

RESOURCES

Several new resources have been developed to provide quality assured mental health
guidance to young people, parents/carers and professionals.
The full list of resources currently available as part of the Just Talk campaign can be
found in appendix E.
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All Just Talk resources can be found on the website – www.justtalkherts.org
3.1 Just Talk website
The website itself has been improved based on feedback from our partners and from
Just Talk Ambassadors.
There has been a big increase in the number of visits to the website in 2020 as a result
of new resources being added, improvements to the layout, and an increase in
promotion of the website.
Table 1: www.justtalkherts.org visits.

The blue shading on the line graph shows 2020 activity, and the orange line shows
2019 activity. Between March 2020 and end of November 2020 there have been
37,782 visits to the website compared with 6230 visits in the same period for 2019.
That represents a 506% increase.
The spikes in website use are linked to the following events:
-

April 2020: New Covid-19 related mental health information and resources
added to website
May 2020: Webinar hosted for young people to ask questions about Covid-19
and mental health
September 2020: Promotion activity as schools return following the summer
break
November 2020: Just Talk campaign week

3.2 The Five Ways to Wellbeing

The Five Ways to Wellbeing is an evidence-based model for promoting wellbeing.
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One of the resources that has been most utilised on the website is the new Five Ways
to Wellbeing e-learning. Public Health have developed these e-learning modules for
primary and secondary schools, in collaboration with young people and a range of
partner agencies including Herts Mind Network and the Clinical Commissioning
Groups. The modules were launched in November 2020 and were funded as a
sustainable self-help resource by CAMHS transformation monies.
•
•

506 people have accessed the primary school e-learning*
385 people have accessed the secondary school e-learning*

*Data from December 22nd 2020

There is also a new Five Ways to Wellbeing toolkit. This was developed in response
to the identified issue that agencies and schools across Hertfordshire are very
engaged with the five ways to wellbeing as a model but have been using different
versions of the model. This can lead to confusion for young people and parents and
prevent the concept from becoming embedded.

This new toolkit has been developed for anyone working or engaging with children
and young people in Hertfordshire; whether in a school, youth club or community
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setting. It introduces the new “Hertfordshire Five Ways to Wellbeing” framework for
children and young people. It explains the importance of young peoples’ wellbeing
and introduces practical ideas for how young people can incorporate the Five Ways
to Wellbeing into their daily lives
The images from the toolkit were embedded within training delivered by Just Talk
network partners during their Just Talk week webinars and training sessions.

An interactive Five Ways to Wellbeing daily Journal pack was also developed in
partnership with the Just Talk Ambassadors from Welwyn Hatfield Youth Council. This
pack was developed for young people who have completed the interactive e-learning
modules, to note down how they are implementing the Five Ways to Wellbeing in daily
life and to keep a journal of healthy coping strategies that they can draw on to maintain
their wellbeing.

3.3

What worked well?
-

-

-

Increased promotion (over social media and through schools and other
communication channels) and new resources (Just Talk short film and elearning) resulted in an increase in use of the Just Talk website.
Young people and partners from across the Just Talk network helped to shape
the new resources.
E-learning was developed within the allocated budget and promoting it to
schools in advance of Just Talk week enabled them to effectively promote it to
their pupils.
Age differentiation between e-learning modules makes it suitable for primary
and secondary school aged children and young people.
Primary school e-learning characters will enable engaging branding across new
resources developed for primary schools.
New Five Ways toolkit enables consistent messaging across partner agencies.
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3.4 Lessons learnt
Issue / Situation / Opportunity Cause / Reason:
/ Success explained:

Solution / Outcome
Recommendation:

/

Some ideas for the website were Delay
in
webpage
not implemented in time and amendments
many resources were not
- Time restrictions within the
updated quick enough
web team (5 working days
required for changes)

- Work with the web team in
advance to ensure all
content is uploaded that is
requested
- Request if the web team
can attend a planning
meeting for next year to
understand
time
commitment required for
campaign week (summer)
- Contact the web team to
see if the Just Talk team can
update the website directly

Some professionals wanted to
use older Just Talk documents
and these contained some links
that were no longer working

There
was
not
time/capacity to review all
previous resources to check
links and to meet new
accessibility requirements

- Schedule in time to review
and check all the old
documents
- Ensure all documents are
accessibility compliant
- Agree a process to ensure
the Just Talk website is
updated at least once per
year – this could involve
ambassadors and business
support, and will also need
to involve partners

4. WEBINARS/TRAINING AND PEER SUPPORT
4.1 Webinars outline
During Just Talk week, 19 individual online workshops/webinars were delivered by
Just Talk partners. All webinars were free for Young People, Parents/Carers and
Professionals to sign up to and the topics covered were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Importance of Sleep for Teenagers (Dr John Coleman)
Five Ways to Wellbeing (Herts Mind Network)
Mindfulness for School Staff (Natural Flair)
Managing Separation Anxiety (HPFT)
Developing Resilience (Potential Kids)
Health, Nutrition and Wellbeing sessions for C&YP and parents/carers
(BeeZee Bodies)
Wellbeing for Parents/Carers (NESSie)
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•
•
•

Suicide prevention/Spot the signs (Ollie Foundation and Herts Mind Network)
Mental Health & Wellbeing for Young People (Natural Flair and Herts Mind
Network)
Supporting Parents of SEND young people (Potential Kids)

Over 200 individuals attended the workshops which included parents and carers,
school staff, professionals and children and young people, including 2 entire primary
school classes of students from Furneux Pelham CofE School in Buntingford and
Pixies Hill School in Hemel Hempstead.
(See appendix C for webinar snapshot/summary table)
The webinars were highly publicised as part of the communications strategy in place
for the week’s promotions. Example below of interactive e-flyers which were sent to
schools who were able to promote through their own internal and external networks to
parents/

4.2 What worked well
- Using the Just Talk website as one central point for webinar bookings and
during social media (both HCC and Just Talk) to promote the sessions.
- The opportunity of engaging/training larger group sessions for the young people
sessions, by school engagement.
- Offering targeted sessions for different audiences e.g. parents and carers,
school staff, professionals and children and young people.
- Offering sessions that are targeted and adapted to emerging needs.
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-

Webinars resulted in an increased awareness of the Just Talk campaign and
use of the Just Talk website and the resources available.
- Just Talk partner engagement. (partners wearing Just Talk T-shirts when
presenting)
- Minimal budget required for the webinars. With costs mainly associated to
creation of publicity material.
- Partners evaluations, and ability to capture information on future themes for
Just Talk based on emerging need,
4.3 Lessons learnt
Issue / Situation / Cause / Reason:
Opportunity / Success
explained:
Some webinars had technical - Technology
difficulties

Solution / Outcome /
Recommendation:
- Agree technical difficulty
messages/script in case there are
any issues
- Ensure a member JT team are
on each webinar

Large number of webinars -These were of high
were delivered including full quality and gave many
school classes attending practical tools

- Work with the partnership to
promote and deliver future
webinars throughout the year
- Continue to engage with mental
health services to help to promote
these at future webinars

Timings of the webinars were - Some were 9am on
not always accessible, and Mondays and some
some had low uptake sessions were not as
popular

- Ensure that webinars are run
multiple times
- Review the least popular
webinars
- Ensure all webinar speakers use
the Just Talk branding and
promote the Just Talk week
resources
- Webinars may not need to be
offered throughout the whole week

Some webinars were - Some webinar
promoting services for which speakers were from
a cost was associated private companies
Inconsistency with webinar Different providers
platforms used different platforms
which offered different
levels of information
For one webinar it was not Promotion/description
clear whether it was targeted was not clear enough
at CYP or professionals

- Reiterate that Just Talk week is
not a platform for selling services
- Create guidance for webinar
speakers to follow
- Have all webinars on one
platform if possible

-Ensure descriptions are clear in
future
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Webinar recordings - Not all webinars were
recorded, and key
steps (consent) need to
be followed to allow the
webinar recordings to
take place

- Attendees to the webinars must
be told of the webinar recording in
advance and during the webinar
- Written consent is needed for
young people if sessions will be
recorded.
- Agree a clear process for
recording

4.4 Just Talk Ambassadors/ Peer Support
Just Talk Ambassadors are young people that work with us to promote good mental
health and share (and shape) the campaign messages.
During Just Talk week, the Just Talk Ambassadors all received online training and
support to equip them with the information and resources they needed to deliver young
people led activities during the week so they could champion and promote positive
mental health messages in their schools, youth settings or communities. There are
currently 35 Ambassadors across Hertfordshire, and throughout the Just Talk
campaign week they led some great innovative activities such as filming and delivering
whole school assemblies and creating daily wellbeing form time activities.
Just Talk Ambassador Beth Makowski, 18, from Welwyn Garden City, is a Head Girl at Stanborough
School. Beth said: “Just Talk is such an amazing campaign that teaches us how important our mental
wellbeing is and how just talking about how we feel is a great way to gain positive mental health.
“Just Talk has taught me so many ways to improve my own mental health. Becoming an Ambassador
has also provided me ways to support my friends with their mental health.
“It has encouraged me to be more open and talk about my feelings as well as genuinely ask my
friends about their feelings. Encouraging people to talk breaks the stigma against mental health and
shows us that we all have days when our mental health is good and not so good.”

Just Talk Ambassadors at Stanborough school encouraged pupils to share ‘positive
post-its’:
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5 SCHOOL/COLLEGE ENGAGEMENT
This year, despite the many challenges posed by Covid-19, primary and secondary
schools and colleges engaged with a wide variety of activities to promote Just Talk
week, including whole school and year group assemblies, screening of the Just Talk
short film, Five Ways to Wellbeing E-learning sessions, Ambassador led talks, social
media takeovers and social media posting as a way of promoting to parents, carers
and students. They also got involved with daily form time activities, such as quizzes
and setting daily themes during form time.
5.1 School Engagement Methods
Leading up the Just Talk week, schools were communicated with in a number of
different ways to ensure the right contacts within the shools received regular updates
and information to enable them to plan their own Just Talk week activities. The
schools received information via the following channels:
• Representation from schools/colleges on the Just Talk network partnership
• Presentations and updates at all Pastoral Leads network meetings
• Information shared via the HCC school’s bulletin,
• Regular updates and email sent via pastoral leads distribution lists
• Social Media following from schools
• Regular updates sent to Mental Health Leads via Mental Health Strategic
Leads
• Just Talk Ambassador communications and peer to peer information sharing
5.2 School Engagement Figures
At least 50 secondary schools, colleges, and primary schools have supported and
promoted the campaign, reaching tens of thousands of young people. (see appendix
A for full list of schools and colleges that we know engaged)
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It is likely that many additional schools have been involved in the campaign but have
not yet had an opportunity to inform us, so this number will be updated accordingly.
5.3 School Evaluation results
Following Just Talk week, all schools in Hertfordshire received an online evaluation
questionnaire. Out of the 20 schools that completed the evaluation, key findings are
outlined below:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

98% of schools said they received enough information about Just Talk Week in
advance
100% of schools said information they received about Just Talk Week was
helpful.
When asked the question “What information could we have provided schools
with in advance to make it easier for them to get involved?” all feedback was
positive, with one comment suggesting, “Posters. Possibly a digital pack we
could have shared with students/parents”.
30% attended Just Talk week webinars
70% showed the Just Talk film to students
50% accessed the Five Ways to Wellbeing e-learning
45% put information on their school website about Just Talk week
75% ran Ambassador Led activities
90% sent information about Just Talk week to parents/carers

5.4 What worked well for schools and colleges
Below are a number of quotes taken directly from the survey completed by schools
following Just Talk Week:
“The prepared slides for an assembly worked well as our Head Girls then narrated it
and it was then shared as a virtual assembly that was watched in form”.
“Transferable information i.e. the Assembly and video and links that could be shared
using on-line mediums”
“E learning modules were great for the Primary phase. Video and stress bucket
activity also useful. Giving parents and staff opportunities to book onto webinars”
“The film and the clear focus on the five ways to wellbeing made it easy to organise
activities around this”.
“Daily focus on wellbeing”
“Making it virtual and providing the video helped with all Covid-19 restrictions”.
“All in one place now on JT website”.
“Showing the video and the online quiz”
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“The organisation and clear forward planning enabled me to liaise with our Just Talk
Ambassadors and plan for our assembly. I also managed to get a guest speaker in
and promote Wear Yellow day. It was very well organised from Just Talk”.
“We had a launch assembly to introduce the whole school to the week -videos were
used here to share the language and brain science involved. Pupils could refer to
strategies that they are currently using in their classroom”.
“The lessons run by the MHL and DMHL were very successful in terms of the
engagement of pupils and how their understanding deepened and built on what they
had already learnt. Their individual written comments were very insightful and
personalised.
We also had many pupils who had a strong desire to be the student body of our
Mental Health Champions team (made up of parents/staff/governors) in the role of
Just Talk champions”.
“Engagement from all staff and children. Lots of discussions about who children can
talk to (give me 5). The children also enjoyed a very creative week with lots of music
to promote positive mindfulness/well-being”.
“There was a theme and children engaged well”
“Working with Herts MIND to deliver 5 Ways to Wellbeing workshops with the whole
of year 8”.
“Being able to pass on information to all parents/ carers about mental health
Services”
5.5 Lessons learnt
Issue / Situation /
Opportunity / Success
explained:

Cause / Reason:

Solution / Outcome / Recommendation:

Schools/colleges were
unclear on the full
range of resources
available to them and
that they could order
printed copies of
resources

- Need for clearer
communication

- As well as promoting resources on
schools bulletin etc., make it clear on the
website that hard copies can be ordered
on request.

Schools /partners
would like to be able to
edit Just Talk
resources e.g. posters
so that it can be
incorporated with their
own information

- Most resources
are available in
un-editable PDFs

- Review all existing resources, update
them and where appropriate provide
editable versions.
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There needs to be more
suitable resources for
Early Years and KS1

Just Talk started
out a project
focused on
teenagers

Work with primary schools and early
years setting to develop new resources

Just Talk week fell at
the same time this year
as ‘Anti-bullying’ week
– so some schools felt
that they were
competing for time and
'airspace'
Would be good to make
some of the resources
accessible to deaf
students by adding a
BSL interpreter in the
corner.

Schools have
limited time

Review timing of campaign week

Resources need
to be adapted to
meet the needs
of all.

Look at the Oak Academy School
initiative where they worked with the
National Deaf Children's Society to do
this. Here is an example:
https://classroom.thenational.academy/as
semblies/end-of-term-with-oak

6.

SOCIAL MEDIA AND MEDIA ENGAGEMENT

In addition to working with schools and other agencies that have regular contact with
young people, to further engage with partners and key audiences, Just Talk designed
and launched social media pages for the campaign on Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram. Broadly speaking, Facebook is used to engage with parents/carers, Twitter
is used to engage with professionals, and Instagram is used to engage with young
people as these tend to be the main demographics engaging with these platforms.
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These pages launched and started sharing content from 1 October 2020.
It was agreed that Just Talk Week 2020 would be an ideal opportunity to increase the
follower count, engage with more young people, partners and parents, in addition to
raising awareness of the campaign and website.
6.1 Communications Plan
A communications plan was developed to make sure the team utilised social media to
successfully promote Just Talk Week whilst upholding key campaign messages. This
plan set out the campaign week’s objectives, principles, target audience and was used
to develop key messages, segment audiences and establish which communications
channels would best promote the event. Key messages were as follows:
•

•
•
•
•
•

This year has been hard for all of us, especially due to the concerns and
isolation which has come with the COVID-19 pandemic. It’s more important
than ever to look after our mental health and realise that it is okay not to feel
okay.
JustTalk Week is being held on 16-22 November 2020. You can get involved
on www.JustTalkHerts.org/justtalkweek
There will be a host of webinars delivered by a range of mental health support
service providers (JT partners). You can book your place via
www.JustTalkHerts.org/justtalkweek
A brand new JustTalk promotional Film is now available on YouTube to be
shown in schools which highlights the key messages of the JustTalk campaign,
We will be posting content on our NEW social media platforms, as well as
hosting takeovers with our partners. Follow us on Twitter, Instagram and
Facebook.
JustTalk are launching exciting new eLearning modules on how you can use
the Five Ways to Wellbeing every day to boost your mood. Access this via
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•
•

www.Justtalkherts.org/5wayselearning (Primary and Secondary school
versions)
The Five Ways to Wellbeing are Learn, Give, Connect, Be Active and Notice.
These are some ideas on how you can use them.
For further support if you are struggling with your mental health, please use
Kooth, ChatHealth, Health for Teens, Mind helpline / Mind online meeting place
(and other agencies)

As campaign week was online this year, the main communication channel used was
social media, including the Just Talk pages and the corporate Hertfordshire County
Council accounts. The messages were also promoted through schools bulletins,
internal channels and a press release (see section 6.5 for more detail).
6.2 Objectives
To evaluate and measure the success of the new social media accounts in promoting
Just Talk Week, objectives for the number of followers and impressions (engagement
through ‘Likes’, ‘Shares’, ‘Retweets, etc.) were set out in the communications plan.
These can be seen in the table below, in conjunction with objectives which were
successfully met, according to data and social media analytics measured following the
campaign week.
Objectives Set

Objectives Reached (throughout 1622 November)

Twitter:

Twitter:

12,000 impressions on Twitter

39,900 impressions on the Just Talk
10-30% increase in follower count over the Twitter page
week.
429% increase in the number of
followers of the Twitter account.
Facebook:

Facebook:

30,000
impressions
(blended
between
Advertising)

on
Facebook 21,964 impressions
throughout
Organic
and campaign week. Including two days
prior (taking on board advertising),
this number increases to 44,804
10-20 new followers during the week
39 new followers of the Just Talk
Facebook page. This is a 300%
increase.
Instagram:

Instagram:

30,000
impressions
(blended
between
Advertising)

on
Instagram 29,674 impressions on Instagram
Organic
and during campaign week and 55,014
the preceding week. In total this
30-40 new followers over the course of the surpassed the objective for 30,000
impressions.
week
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38 new followers of the Just Talk
Instagram page over the course of
the week. This is a 26% increase.

The social media objectives were all met, with many being significantly surpassed.
Due to more detailed analysis of users, the team can surmise that in general the
platforms were able to reach significantly more women than men (e.g. Just Talk’s
Instagram page has 92% female followers compared to 8% male) so this will need to
be addressed as a priority in the coming months.
6.3 Content
The communications plan was used to map out what messages would be directed to
which audience via the relevant channels. We used this opportunity to do a ‘Meet the
Team’ section, share ideas on the Five Ways to Wellbeing and direct young people to
further services if they are struggling with their mental health or require additional
support.
Over the course of the week, a number of partners and schools used social media to
share what they had been doing to get involved with Just Talk Week. Examples of this
included St Dominic Catholic Primary School, who installed Just Talk post-boxes in
every classroom, and Bonneygrove Primary School in Cheshunt who designed a
display board modelled on the Five Ways to Wellbeing:

6.4 Partner Takeovers
Just Talk also reached out to its network of partners to organise some social media
takeovers during campaign week. Social media takeovers are an effective tool to raise
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awareness and engage audiences from both organisations involved; therefore, the
team wanted to utilise this resource to encourage partnership working, grow followers
and create some original content. YCH Services for Young People, West Herts
College and Welwyn Hatfield Youth Council each agreed to ‘takeover ‘the Just Talk
social media accounts for 24 hours over the course of the week, with the freedom to
choose and create the content to be shared.
Examples of content these three partners shared include:
-

Promoting mental health and wellbeing support projects across Herts,
specifically for LGBTQ+ young people
Instagram ‘Live’ Q&A sessions with young people discussing apprentice
schemes and post-study options
Video interviews with students and staff discussing their mental health and what
steps they take to boost their wellbeing
A giveaway/competition to encourage new followers.

6.5 Press Release
In addition to social media and other internal/external channels, a press release was
written and distributed to the media.
This press release included details of Just Talk Week, the events planned, a quote
from a Just Talk Ambassador and Cllr Tim Hutchings. The aim of the press release
was to celebrate the campaign’s success, make the audience aware of the campaign
week and direct people to the website for more information on how to get involved.
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Despite being circulated to the media and offering an interview with a Just Talk
Ambassador, unfortunately the press release was not picked up for any additional
coverage. Although disappointing, it is likely the lack of interest is due to current
climate and circumstances regarding COVID-19, as well as being unable to access a
school for interview.
6.6 What went well
•
•
•

Strong publicity was achieved for the campaign via a range of means
Increase in following on all social media outlets and website
Social media takeovers resulted in creative, young people-generated content,
which is still available on the Just Talk pages.

6.7 Lessons learnt
Issue
/
Opportunity
explained:

Situation
/ Cause / Reason:
/
Success

Some promotional flyers - There is currently no
created by partners were brand guidance to adhere
unclear
with
their to
messaging and design

Solution / Outcome /
Recommendation:
- Run a social media
session with partners
and provide branding
guidance
- Circulate the social
media plan to all
partners
to
ensure
consistency for future
messages

Social media engagement is -This could be due to the - Need to develop how
currently mainly girls
messaging
we engage with more
boys on social media
Some social media adverts
had incorrect spellings

There was an increase in
young person led activities
e.g. Wel/Hat social media
takeovers and the young
ambassadors’ involvement

- Agree a system to
ensure there is a
checking process for
each post
- Dedicating time to work
with
the
young
ambassadors’ and CYP to
fully engage them with the
campaign

- This helped to raise the
ambassadors’ profile to
be able to promote this
role moving forward to
increase numbers

- Prize helped to increase - Continue to run social
the engagement
media takeovers with
young people
- Need to consider how
to
engage
with
teenagers
who
are
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members of the Public
on social media
Lack of press coverage for - Currently press is - Have press releases
the week
regularly
dominated organised
well
in
with COVID-19
advance
-Press often like to go - Building links with the
into schools to film press to help to promote
which was not possible
this year

7. FUNDING
Total funding for 2020/21:
CAMHS transformation)

£14,000 (£7000 from Public Health and £7000 from

This budget was used for design and printing of resources, creation of a short film for
schools to use during Just Talk week, creation of an e-journal and five ways to
wellbeing branding development.
An additional £6000 funding was provided by Public Health for social media
advertising and development, in acknowledgement that Covid-19 placed children and
young people’s mental health at increased risk, and usual communication channels
through schools may not be as effective. A further £6000 (£12,000 in total) will also
be spent on social media for the remainder of the financial year.

8. NEXT STEPS
This evaluation report will be shared with the CAMHS Strategic Oversight Group and
the Just Talk Network in order to develop an action plan to drive the 2021/22 activity.
A 5 year Just Talk Communications and Engagement Strategy is currently being
developed, and will launch June 2021. This will help to shape the long term objectives
and evaluation mechanisms of the campaign. The strategy will be shaped by what has
been learnt from this year’s campaign week, previous year’s campaigns, as well as
emerging evidence and data, and partner perspectives. The strategy will be coproduced with children, young people and parents.
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9. APPENDICES
Appendix A: List of schools that engaged in Just Talk Campaign Week 2020
School
Barclay Academy
Barnwell
Beechhyde School
Bernard’s Health Infants Schools
Bishops Hatfield Girls School
Bonneygrove Primary School
Camp School
Chancellors School
Chessbrook ESC
Fearnhill
Goffs Churchgate Academy
Grove Road Primary School
Healthlands school for the deaf
Highwood Primary School
Hitchin Boys School
Hitchin Girls School
Howe Dell
Katherine Warrington School
Kimpton Primary School
Links Academy
Mandaville Primary school
Mount Grace School
Nobel School
Oaklands College
Presdales Girls School
Preston Village Primary School
Priory School
Queens
Reach Free School
Richard Hale Boys School
Rickmansworth School
Ridgeway Academy
RIVERS ESC
Sacred Heart Primary School
Shenley Primary School
Simon Balle School
Sir John Lawes
St Clement Danes

Area
Stevenage
Stevenage
Wheathampstead
Hatfield
St Albans
Brookmans Park
Watford
Letchworth
Cheshunt
Tring
St Albans
Bushey
Hitchin
Hitchin
Hatfield
Hitchin
St Albans
St Albans
St Albans
Stevenage
St Albans and Welwyn
Ware
Hitchin
Hitchin
Bushey
Rickmansworth
Hertford
Rickmansworth
Welwyn Garden City
Hertford
Bushey
Shenley
Hertford
Harpenden
Chorleywood
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St Dominic Catholic Primary School
St Philip Howard Primary School
Stanborough School
The Nobel School
The Thomas Alleyne Academy
Townsend School
Watford Grammar School for Girl
West Herts College

Harpenden
Hatfield
Welwyn Garden City
Stevenage
Stevenage
St Albans
Watford
Watford

Appendix B: Testimonials and endorsements
A message from us at The Reach Free School:
#Just Talk has been a positive initiative which has enabled our pupils to speak about
their mental health and wellbeing. We are so proud to be part of this amazing
campaign.
A message from NESSie:
Jen - thank you for being such a wonderful inspiration and leader.
Just Talk Ambassadors:
‘The Just Talk campaign is amazing as it spreads such an important message. I am
so lucky to be able to take part in the campaign and share its message to the people
around me.’ - Beth Makowski
‘Just Talk has really helped me improve my understanding of not only others mental
health but mine too. It’s an honour to be a just talk ambassador’ – Laura Wells
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Appendix C: Summary of Webinar Sessions and Attendees
Organisation Webinar Title

Audience

Number of
attendees:
56

Dr John
Coleman

Teenagers & Sleep Masterclass

Beezee
Bodies

Parent Session

Young People,
Professionals,
Parents and Carers
Parents and Carers,
specifically those with
Teens in their care

Beezee
Bodies

Teens Sessions

Teenagers

Natural Flair
Coaching

Pressing Pause lite bite meditation
and mindfulness

Schools/professionals
Parents and carers
20

Natural Flair
Coaching

Ditch The Stress

Young people in
school years 7 to
year 11

Natural Flair
Coaching

Mindset management in challenging
times

Schools and
Professionals

NESSie IN
ED CIC

Anxiety &
developing resilience

The OLLIE
Foundation

SAFE PLAN REVIEW

(better for parents
and professionals –
could work for YP)
A refresher course
open to all aged 15+
yrs who have
completed safeTALK,
Spot the Signs or
ASIST over a year
ago.

The OLLIE
Foundation

HERTS Valley Schools Wellbeing
and Suicide prevention programme

26

14

26

20

46
20

Wellbeing Workshop
and an introduction to
JUST TALK for
Students from yr 7 to
13.
Suicide Prevention
training for all school
staff.
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Hoddesdon
Mental
Health
Support
Team
Hoddesdon
Mental
Health
Support
Team
Herts Mind
Network

Managing Separation Anxiety

Parents

20

Managing staff wellbeing

School Staff only

15

How to Manage Stress & Anxiety for
Professionals

Professionals

14

Herts Mind
Network

Spot the Signs Youth Suicide
Prevention Course for Professionals

Professionals

11

Herts Mind
Network

Emotional Wellbeing & Coping
Strategies for CYP

Children & Young
People

15

Herts Mind
Network

Emotional Wellbeing & Coping
Strategies for Professionals

Professionals

11

Herts Mind
Network

Emotional Wellbeing & Coping
Strategies for Professionals

Professionals

11

Herts Mind
Network

Five Ways to Wellbeing for CYP

Children & Young
People

Herts Mind
Network
Potential
Kids

How to Manage Stress & Anxiety for
CYP
Mental Health & Well-being
workshops during Covid-19

Children & Young
People
Children & Young
People with SEND

2 CYP
5 Adults
2
Teachers
(x1 class
of 6-7
year olds
and x1
class of
year 7's)
11
10
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Appendix D: Summary of key findings from evaluations of priority areas schools
would like the Just Talk campaign messages to focus on in 2021/22.
-Understanding friendships and resolving issues
-Gender Identity
-Developing resilience in students - how can we do more as a school to support
students?
-Daily tools for building self-esteem and confidence as part of the school day (at
registration)
-Communication techniques to build confidence
-How to deal with peer pressure
-Transitions between schools
-Helping Young People to understand adults with Mental Health issues.
-How to deal with teenagers that just shut themselves off in their room, and who are
verbally abusive all the time.
-How to get teenagers to change their sleep patterns
-Anxiety in children and how to help children express their feelings helping your
children deal with issues within friendship groups - not bullying, just day to day fall
outs.
-Keep talking about anxiety please! The difference between anxiety and depression.
-More information around The Five Ways to Wellbeing
-It feels like it has moved away from it's original aim of getting boys to talk. That is
something we are still struggling with. Also, it seemed to be mainly white, British
students that engaged with it so I would like to prioritise BAME students being able to
talk about issues.
-Connections - especially after this year. How to help themselves get active / involved
-Signposting
-Supporting each other
-Self-harm
-Anxiety
-Negative thinking
-Kindness
-It's ok not to be ok
-Boys mental health
-How students all have anxiety/stresses and how these can be managed
-Staff wellbeing
-Parent advice and guidance around managing CYP wellbeing and not feeding the
negatives
-Talking is self-care and not just for when you feel down (Everyday part of your
routine)
-Don’t wait until you feel down to start talking (how to spot warning signs)
-How to use good talk skills from real life effectively in the online world (Developing an
understanding of the power of positive or negative online talk on others and
themselves)
-Hope, resilience and empathy
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Appendix E: New and existing resources
The following Just Talk documents and resources are currently available. These
resources are freely available for people to access from the website, and have been
developed with input from partners across the Just Talk network, and where
appropriate, with input and steer from young people:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

www.justtalkherts.org website
Top Tips for Parents leaflet
Generic poster
Form Room / Support agencies poster
Five ways to wellbeing activity sheet
Presentation template for training delivery to professionals
Presentation template for training delivery to young people
Presentation template for training delivery to parents
Additional 15-minute activity sheets for delivering sessions with young people
Toolkit for schools and colleges
Toolkit for agencies outside of schools
Toolkit for Just Talk Ambassadors (March 2019)
Just Talk animations (child designed)
Just Talk short films for young people (young person designed)
Just Talk short film – school based
Just Talk pull up banners
Just Talk journal
Five Ways to Wellbeing e-learning for primary school aged children
Five Ways to Wellbeing e-learning for secondary school aged children
Five Ways to Wellbeing toolkit for professionals
Five Ways to Wellbeing assets and branding guidelines
Five Ways to Wellbeing Interactive Journal
Five Ways to Wellbeing ‘at home’ checklist for primary school aged children
Five Ways to Wellbeing ‘at home’ checklist for secondary school aged children
Ambassador online toolkit
Ambassador pin badges
Ambassador T-shirts
Just Talk Credit Card/Promotional Cards
Just Talk Card holder wallets
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